Organise your Own Beer Tasting Event
-

Looking for an alternative night out with a group of friends or workmates?
Fancy trying a whole new range of flavours or styles of beers?
Want to know more about the history and background of beer and brewing?

Then why not organise a ‘Beer Tasting’ evening at Favourite Beers. We can cater for
between 12 and 30 people with prices starting at just £11.00 per person (we will lay on a
Cheese supper for an additional £3.50 per person) and we can tailor the tasting to your
own requirements, or you can select from one of the themed tastings below:
Introduction to British Beers (£11.00/Head)
A great introduction to the beer making process showing how subtle changes in
ingredients and methods can produce an incredible range of colours, aromas and
flavours. This is illustrated by tasting six great beers from some of the classic UK
styles, with fascinating background details of how they came to be produced.
World Beer Tour (£12.00/Head)
Taking a look at six of the great brewing nations of the world, this evening will provide
an insight into what has made beer the third most popular drink on the planet (after
water and tea). A representative beer from each country will be tasted whilst the
background of each countries brewing pedigree is investigated.
An Introduction to Belgian Beer (£13.50/Head)
This evening will provide a fascinating insight into the history and development of the
many great styles of Belgian beers. Six beers will be tasted, each one a magnificent
representative of one of the classic styles of the country.
Craft Brewing in the USA (£13.50/Head)
We will take a look at some of the superb craft beers making their way across the
Atlantic from the USA. We will explore the sources and influences on the craft brewing
revolution and also look at the effect that it is having on the European beer scene. Six
beers will represent some of the key areas and styles being produced.
Beer and Food Matching (£16.00/Head)
Introducing the concepts of food matching and showcasing how versatile beer is in this
regard. The theory will be illustrated by the matching of six very different world beer
styles with six different foods. The way that well matched beer and food can
complement and challenge the pallet is indeed an eye opener that needs to be
experienced.
Tastings can be booked for Tuesdays-Fridays starting at 7.30pm (7.45pm on a Friday) and
will last for about 2 ½ hours. A £5/head deposit is required at least a week before the
event.
We already have many groups coming back again and again, some are on their fourth
event already. Here is some feedback from one of our customers:
“Great evening. Favourite Beers is a fantastic venue; the evening was friendly and
informative with excellent beer & food combos. Inspirational!”
Contact Leigh on 07595 349059 or email leigh.norwood@favouritebeers.com to discuss
your tasting event requirements.

